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Kit Lotus Editorial—the world’s only magazine dedicated to scale model Lotus

Welcome to Summer and welcome to Kit Lotus
Volume 10 issue 3.
I always enjoy writing the editorial because it gives
me the opportunity to reflect on the content,
especially in regard to the number of contributions
that regularly appear compared to earlier volumes
showing to me at least, how strong the readership
base is for which I am immensely grateful. There is a
danger of repetition trying to get 14 or 15 pages of
advert free content every eight weeks but you only
have to browse the index to see how much diversity
there has been over the years. Also, some of the
projects we modellers take on , do have a very long
gestation period so it helps to follow progress which I
hope you agree contributes to the content.
Sometimes repetition is inevitable when occasions
arise and June 2017 is one of those occasions. This
issue is purposely released on 4th June to
commemorate 50 years since the Lotus 49 first took
to the track in anger with its now world famous
Cosworth DFV forming part of the combination also
making its debut. Whatever the story since 1967 for
the 49 as a race car, for Kit Lotus readers it gives us
the chance to celebrate its success as a model car
and the vast number of iterations that have emerged
since then.
This issue is dedicated to the 49 and to those who
revere it and I am very pleased and extremely
thankful that fittingly for this issue and the article on
the 49, the renowned author and historian Michael
Oliver has generously written a foreword . One things
is for certain, since starting this Kit Lotus thing it has
been my privilege to meet so many nice people in
many different fields all with an enthusiasm for
Lotus despite our feelings of being new kids on the
block even after nine years. However, nine years in
Lotus language is just the blink of an eye. Long may
it continue.
As birthdays and milestone years go by, lets not
forget 2017 doesn’t just belong to the 49. No sir, this
year the Lotus 7 is sixty years old as is the Eleven
Series 2, The Type 14 Elite, the Lotus 12 all making
their debuts in 1957. Knocking up 50 years along
with the 1967 Lotus 49 is the Lotus 48 Formula Two
car, the Type 50 Lotus Elan +2 and the Lotus type 51
Formula Ford with its Ford Cortina crossflow engine
and 4 bolt steel wheels all making their respective
debuts in 1967. Happy big birthdays.

My thanks also to Amalgam Models and to
Automodello for allowing me to feature their ready
built 49s, two very significant models recording the
history of the car. A new showcase came along when
Mark Addleson contacted me and asked if I was
interested in looking at his Tamiya Lotus 49
conversion, and what a time to be showing it off,
perfect. His story once again highlights the familiar
dangers when a model enthusiast decides to build
the car he first built as an impulsive youngster,
happens to us all.
Once you break the seal and peer into that big brash
Tamiya box, you have had it and it is a good job too.
Mark’s version is brilliant.
Apart from familiar names seen often in Kit Lotus,
I’ve pinched a picture from the internet with the name
John W on it and featuring a MFH 49B in Rob Walker
colours. Both the car and the diorama together with
super photography make his work look real. I would
like to feature more of him if anyone knows?
Aside from the 49, Chris Doube has sent me details
of his Lotus 107 revisited. Similar tale of the
youngster building the car then the more patient
adult deciding he can do better second time around.
Either way it works judging by the quality in the
photographs.
I’ve touched on my ongoing projects and although
time is against me I’m determined to have the Lotus
18 in some sort of order to put on display at Malcolm
Rickets Lotus open day in August.
It is very pleasing to know that Kit Lotus is on the
cusp of influencing a large manufacturer to introduce
a model into their range as a result of one of Peter
Pedroza’s amazing scratch builds, more later.
I also report on yet another wonderful outing to
Hethel, if you haven’t been time is running out for the
old workshops, get your name down.
Please keep your feedback, pictures and articles
coming and lastly, please can I ask a favour. Will you
all get on Facebook and like the Kit Lotus page
please!!!!
Best wishes JT

49@50 with Foreword by Michael Oliver

The Lotus 49 has got to be the iconic 60s Formula 1
car, with Colin Chapman and Maurice Phillippe’s
clean, cigar-shaped tub in British Racing Green with
pale yellow centre stripe, unfettered (at first, at
least) with sponsors’ liveries. When you add in the
compact and sweet-sounding Cosworth DFV and the
sublime driving talents of Jim Clark and Graham Hill,
it was a recipe that couldn’t fail to be successful.
Although designed initially as just a simple bracket
to hang the brand new DFV design on, the 49
evolved over four seasons with substantial revisions
to the front and rear suspension, changes in the
weight distribution, the addition of high wings, back
to low wings and then smaller front wheels. In doing
so, it maintained its position at the front of the field,
winning Grands Prix in four consecutive seasons:
1967, 1968, 1969 and 1970. It is a car of champions too, having taken the title in 1968 and contributed to the winning of the title in 1970, as well as
having been driven by great champions like Jim
Clark, Graham Hill, Jochen Rindt and Emerson Fittipaldi.
I suspect it is all the combinations of different
specifications and drivers which make it such a
fascinating car to model. I certainly found it a
fascinating car to write about and am glad I did my
book when I had the opportunity, for so many of the
key characters are gone now, many in the time since
the book was published.
It increasingly falls on us enthusiasts, through clubs
like Kit Lotus, to keep the memories of these cars
and drivers alive through not just models but
articles like the ones that John and his fellow
members have put together in this issue.
Michael Oliver
Witney, Oxfordshire
May 2017
50 years ago on June 4th 1967 two of the brand new
Lotus 49s complete with their Ford Cosworth DFV
engines, lined up on the grid for the Gros Prix d
Nederland's at the seaside circuit of Zandvoort.
Graham Hill who had carried out most of the testing
of the new car sat on pole with team mate Jim Clark,
who hadn’t even sat in the car until that Grand Prix
meeting occupied the centre of the next row.

The rest is history, Clark won a dream debut for the
car/engine combo and set the scene for over 150
more F1 victories for Cosworth power. As for the car,
it became a grand prix icon and like other Lotus cars
both before and after, became the benchmark by
which others had to set their standards.
On a personal level, the Lotus 49 has to be my all
time favourite race car. In 1967 I was an
impressionable 14 year old and the car together with
its famous drivers certainly made an impression on
me. The 49 became the first Lotus model kit I ever
owned, when Tamiya brought out the 49,mum and
dad bought it me for Christmas but only after I had
dropped a huge hint whilst on a shopping trip to
Pearsons department store in the centre of
Nottingham. Pearsons had a brilliant model department, mainly railways and aircraft but any trip to that
store had to include a diversion into the model
department and it was here I first clapped eyes on
that big box with the green and yellow Lotus 49 on
the front. However, like many 14 year olds of that era,
when Christmas came, the box was opened and the
kit assembled in double quick time without any frills
and with copious amounts of polystyrene cement.
Nonetheless, I was very proud of the outcome without
realising at the time that this illness that is collecting
Lotus models rather than just diecast, had begun and
like for many of us, therein is no known cure.
I’ve featured the 49 many times in Kit Lotus but the
fiftieth anniversary couldn’t go unmarked so I decided
to dedicate this issue to my favourite racer. The car
has been modelled successfully by many manufacturers so far and I won’t even try to cover them all, what
I did decide was to feature some of the models that
exist because of people sharing a passion for the 49
over and above just popping your hand in your wallet
and buying a ready made shiny example in a plastic
display cover. Not that diecast or resincast are any
less revered by model collectors.
My list, almost a Lotus 49 Hall of Fame, includes two
big scale ready built but both offered by dedicated
enthusiasts, one 700 hour scratch build and three
modified kits, plus an extra page about the Ebbro 49
but pole position on this list is the Mother of all
Models to coin a popular recent spin phrase, has to
go to Amalgam’s magnificent 1:8 scale Lotus 49B.

49@50
The 49 is probably the sleekest, perfectly
proportioned F1 racer of all time, built in the last
era before sponsorship and aerodynamics came
into play. The Amalgam 49B in its featured format
represents the beginning of the next era and even
with the front wings and the sculptured engine
cover still holds on to the well proportioned lines of
the 49.
At the high end of the model retail market, the
Amalgam 49 still boasts its attention to detail is the
responsibility of dedicated craftsmen whether or
not high-tec methods of digital imagery and
computer aided design are present. You will need

around £5k to own one of these masterpieces but
as the photographs reveal, it is almost impossible
to discern this model from the real thing, you have
only got to look at the windshield mounting detail to
prove it. Around 3000 hours goes into the design of
an Amalgam model and that’s before it is
assembled. Attention to detail at both this scale
and this price range has to be the key to success
and the 49 models, whilst having many versions by
many modellers often suffers the same

inaccuracies. Not so with this one, it is impossible to
fault, even the steering wheel, almost always
offered incorrectly by modellers who divide the
segments into three equal angles , is correct. The real
version has two angles which match and one, the top
segment, which doesn’t. One word sums up the Amalgam 49B, stunning.
Popping down a scale, and for those who like the
instant gratification of owning a ready built model in a
scale you can actually see without needing glasses
or a magnifying glass, is the Automodello Lotus 49 in
1:12 scale which was featured before in Kit Lotus
when only the prototype pictures were available, but
now it is in the flesh in its full production version, you
won’t find a better model in this size. As with all Lotus
race car models, progress of design and manufacture
is closely monitored by Classic Team Lotus. Jeremy
Peirson, a Lotus employee since 1965 responsible
for licensing model cars sees to it that CTL are entirely
happy with the model before production begins. It
would be hard for any model maker to obtain any
higher accolade than CTL approval.
The Automodello Lotus 49 represents the pinnacle in
ready built and although smaller than the Amalgam,
it can be aimed at more modest pockets where the
purchaser can expect change from £850. Again,
difficult to discern from the real thing in photographs
but a brilliant example of Clark’s Zandvoort debut
winner with that steering wheel the only thing that
sets it aside from a 1:1 scale version. Equally
important Automodello offer a 1:12 scale Cosworth
DFV as a stand alone model.

The simple sleek lines of the 1967 Lotus 49 epitomised in this 1:12 scale Automodello offer

49@50
I couldn’t write my best Lotus 49 list without
referring to Peter Pedroza’s scratch built Zandvoort
version in 1:8 scale and, I couldn’t not mention that
the model would still be in his loft packed away if he
hadn’t changed his mind about going home early
from the 2009 Lotus Festival at Donington Park and
decided to go and see what this Kit Lotus malarkey
was all about. The rest is history, he even had to buy
a bigger car!!
Pete has 700 hours logged producing his 49, his
meticulous attention to detail starts with a set of
drawings and jigs to allow him to fashion
aluminium, brass, plastic, wood, steel or almost
anything, to produce his
wonderful scratch built
models. What fascinated me the most about his
model was his tyres. Machined from MDF and
covered with tread cut using a tiny router out of
plasticard and them glued on the periphery of the
MDF to form the tyres. Sheer genius. Often at shows,
Pete is asked the price to sell the model but how
could you put a price on such a unique piece of art,
besides, if he sold it he would only have to make
another.
You can see from the pictures of the pre-build
components, just how much detail has gone into
making each part. The monocoque is a thin wall of
brass laid over a wooden former each piece carefully
crafted by hand and leaving enough size to ensure
the brass overlay sits at just the right dimension for
scale. A bi-product of this super 1:8 scale Lotus 49 is
a 1:5scale Cosworth DFV engine, also celebrating it’s
race debut strapped to the 49 as a stressed chassis
member with just four 10mm bolts!! It worked and
still amazes Lotus personnel to this day but it worked
for everyone, DFV’s didn’t regularly fall from the back
of formula one cars. Back to the model and the
evidence speaks for itself, the car draws lots of
attention whenever it is displayed

49@50 Mark Addleson - Lotus 49: A modelling project without a deadline
Our next 49 in this celebration is a newcomer to Kit Lotus
and shows once again just how dedicated the Lotus
modellers can be, reader Mark Addleson, originating from
South Africa , sent me the story of his own heavily modified
1:12 scale version of Graham Hill’s 1968 Spanish Grand
Prix winner. Another stunner which I will let Mark describe
in this article:
Some ancient and family history.
I was bitten by the Formula 1 bug in the early ‘60s when
the South African Grand Prix was run under 1.5 Litre rules
on the West Bank circuit in East London. My grandfather,
Mayor of this port city at the time, cut the ribbon to open
the circuit on July 13, 1959 and, visiting him over
Christmas, we’d go to see the SAGP from an enclosure with
the main straight on the one side and the esses on the
other. The combination of Jim Clark - both a gentleman
and brilliant driver - and the extraordinary 25 had both
children and adults hooked on Lotus. As the cars were
prepared in local garages, you could watch the work from a
few feet away. In ’62, the Lotus mechanics were obviously
struggling to get the ZF gearbox back and Clark, who was
on the spot, lay on his back with feet against the end plate,
pushing it on. In the race he retired on lap 62 with an oil
leak, putting an end to his World Championship tussle with
Hill in a BRM. It was claimed that the problem was a
missing sixpenny washer. I’ve wondered whether this had
anything to do with that stubborn gearbox.
Fortunate to have parents who indulged my modeling
hobby, I had built two Tamiya 1/12 scale models as a kid,
before first boarding school and then life in general took
over. Between then and now, although I did build a Tamiya
Lotus 7 and Lotus 25 virtually straight out of the box,
modeling was very much on the back burner. A few years
ago, after a six-year odyssey working on a book, feeling it
was time to do something relaxing, enjoyable and
worthwhile - how naïve I was on the first count – and
inspired by others who were posting their work online, I
had the urge get back into modeling and looked around for
a suitable Formula 1 ‘subject’. As I enjoy making ‘fiddly
bits’ I wanted to work in 1/12 scale where detail is visible
and settled on the Tamiya Lotus 49B (early kit version) as
a basis for Hill’s car (R1 chassis) at Jarama in ’68. This
provided the opportunity to model the full Players Gold
Leaf livery, with sailor, on the 49 in its most aesthetically
pleasing form before it grew wings, in a race that possibly
ensured Team Lotus’s survival after Clark’s tragic death.

Gathering information
I’d love to have been able to visit Beaulieu, but without
access to a prototype on this side of the Atlantic I collected
as many pictures as possible from the web, mostly of
cars. These, plus Michael Oliver’s and Ian Wagstaff’s
excellent books, served as my basic research. Michael
very kindly sent me pictures of Hill’s car taken during the
Tasman races, one of which shows the radiator and oil
tanks. Peter Morley generously emailed a stack of
images of R3 at Beaulieu that included lots of needed
detail. And Doug Nye contributed some of his lovely pictures from Jarama. Much later, I bought Scale Details’ (Stephen Miller’s) Plumbing & Wiring Strategies for
the DFV.
If you want to model wiring and plumbing from end to end
(why??) his computer-rendered graphics are incredibly
helpful. The problem with collecting information in dribs

and drabs is that at any time there are lots of ‘holes’. I
had little idea of what the underside looked like when I
started with the engine and, by the end, could find only
one small picture taken from the left of the car of Hill at
Jarama, to verify placement of sponsors’ decals.

49@50 Mark Addleson continued……..
Photographers who have the opportunity to capture
details of today’s cars, please remember that modelers
will be extremely grateful in 50 years!
To estimate sizes and positions of parts I was making, for
example the various elements on the front end, I
transferred the best images I had to PowerPoint, then
added marker lines as needed. Now, able to gauge
(‘measure’) relative sizes in the picture, I could scale
these to fit the dimensions of the model. In general, this
worked quite well.
There were many hair-greying moments – actually, hours
– during the actual construction. One was trying to get
the ‘bump’ on the nose right and I still don’t know why it
is there; perhaps to accommodate movement of the
rocker arms? Along the way I’ve learned more than I
could possibly have imagined about both the 49 and DFV
and their evolutions. I hadn’t realized how much rebuilding was done between races, let alone from one chassis
to another, either to correct design flaws or to improve
handling.

Paul Raterink of Thunder Valley makes photo etched frets
of detailing parts for the DFV (for different cars) including
shear plates, scavenge gallery cover, injector stack base
plates, brackets for the starter motor, and mounting plates
for pipes from the peripherals.
I used some of these parts for other purposes too, such as
brackets for throttle slide springs made from exhaust pipe
brackets and modified mounting plates for the throttle
linkage and the Dzus fasteners on the nose. More or less
wherever there is a bolt, including camshaft covers, you’ll
find Tuner Model Manufactory etched bolt (‘rivet’) heads. I
believe these are now out of production although they’re
still available online and a packet of assorted sizes goes a
long way. Most of the wiring is from Micron Meters (real
insulated wire) and etched hose clamps (a bit too big and
to the US not UK pattern) are by KA Models

The model
Readers of Kit Lotus will be familiar with the ‘design
flaws’ of the Tamiya 49 model. This is by no means a
true ‘B’. More importantly, the body, DFV block and ZF
gearbox are clumsy because they were designed to accommodate a toy motor, gearbox and batteries. New to
all this, I didn’t consider how Tamiya might have been
improved the DFV for later kits and that buying one would
probably have saved months of work, so I set about trying
to compensate for some of the deficiencies by altering
the block and transaxle.
This included reworking the ‘V’, injector bodies (with fuel
rails and throttle slides), exhaust ports (rectangular), dry
sump (fins) and building the left- and right-side
peripherals, mainly from plastic sprue, bits of Tamiya
parts and lots of Milliput. The fuel metering unit,
alternator and distributor unit on top as well as the
throttle linkage and fuel filter are hand-made. On the
transaxle I ‘beefed up’ ribbing with half-round styrene
and made the larger cast plates that were added to the
sides to stop flexing that was destroying gears. The halfshafts are now aluminium tubing. I think the end result is
a substantial improvement, but it’s still no silk purse.

The engine on this model is too wide to look right on the
rear bulkhead between radius arm mounts. Widening the
body by 6mm was easy, but it never dawned on me that I’d
have to form new windscreens and learn basic vacuum
moulding in order to do this. All that remains of the Tamiya
body is two curved side pieces, the strip behind the driver
and front top plate with access hole. The ‘skin,’ added to
R1 and R2 to the front of the cockpit after these chassis
were strengthened, is thin styrene sheet. New rocker arm
fairings (not quite wide enough) are Milliput (wonderful
stuff), the fuel tank access hatches on either side were
moved back, the openings for the front lower wishbones
modified and plates added around both the lower rear radius arm mounts which were points of weakness in the prototype. With all rivet detail sanded off, I used two sizes of
Archer Fine Transfers resin rivets.

49@50 Mark Addleson continued…..
It takes some patience plus Microsol to lay these down,
especially around curves, but it certainly beats trying to
add them by hand. Late in the process, though, when I
was struggling with finishing, I had to remove some and
fill in by hand, so some rivets around the front of the tub
are oversized. The seat is removable. Underneath you
can see the battery cover and seat tank cover and under
the battery cover there is a battery wired to the solenoid
on the rear bulkhead.
Having to cast new rocker arms and front and rear
uprights as well as brake parts could have put an end to
this project. Fortunately, Brian Fawcett, who is well
known to readers of Kit Lotus, though not to me at the
time, came to my rescue and agreed to cast them. I am
truly grateful. The rest of the suspension consists mainly
of various diameters of stainless steel tubing and many
different sized rose joints (‘rod ends’) as well as clevises
from RB Motion. I’d decided early on to try to limit the
cost of this model as much as possible, but Rob Bentley’s
small parts can’t be replicated by hand and add a
finishing touch to the suspension. Over the years, for no
good reason, I’d saved thin pins from shirts. These are
used – heads shaved with a Dremel cutting wheel – more
or less wherever there is an articulated joint or visible
bolt (e.g. windscreen brackets), usually with a small bit of
styrene rod added to represent the allen head end and
Plastruct 1mm hexagonal rod drilled and sliced for the
nut. I’ve been surprised at how well joints between
stainless steel pieces hold up with cyanoacrylate (initial
gluing) and JB Weld for the welds. The many welded
seams and joints on the model, for example around the
oil tanks are all made with JB Weld (the regular, slow
curing type).

There is a trick to this that I discovered by accident. If
anyone is interested, I’d be happy to send them details.
Having failed to get a nice shiny aluminium finish on the
wheels, I bought a set of CNC machined ones from Scale
Details. They certainly add a touch of realism and class.
Of course the deeply dished wheels required a special
wheel removal tool (per Mike Oliver’s book), which now sits
next to the finished model.
(A request to readers. I’m in the early stages of planning a
72D based on the Tamiya model. If anyone can point me
to photos of the understand and rear bulkhead I would be
most grateful).
My final Lotus 49 tribute, again featured before in Kit
Lotus, is my own 1:12 Tamiya conversion of the Lotus 49
driven by Jackie Oliver in the 1968 British Grand Prix at
Brands Hatch. Sadly it didn’t finish the race and was only
press ganged into service due to there being a lack of
serviceable 49Bs following Jackie assaulting a gate post at
the previous grand prix at Rheims. This model is the only
high wing version of the 49 it is possible to build from the
Tamiya kit, anything else would be a fake 49B without
heavy modification and some scratch built parts. After
market bits from Brian Fawcett, EJAN and Bestbalsakits
made this one possible although there had to be a lot of
filling and filing of the nose cone to convert the kit version
to a 49 nose cone.

So there it is five 49’s in big scale with different iterations
but all of them probably as close as anyone can get to a
fair representation of the subject. If it is instant gratification
you crave in big scale you can’t fault the 1:8 Amalgam if
your budget is big enough and then the Automodello 1:12
version brings the bigger scale into realms of more affordability with a fabulous cover of the subject. If the hands on
creativity is more your style then you are scratch building or
kit modifying with Pete, Mark and I. There are many other
builders who have in their own way paid homage to this
superb racing motor car in a range of scales, main stream
or off grid, all have made a mark and then some. Hats off
to everybody else who made or built or collected Lotus 49s
in this myriad of scales and variants. Happy birthday Lotus
49. Happy birthday Cosworth DFV.
JT

Ebbro and other Lotus 49s

In smaller scale, Ebbro delivered us a plastic kit in
1:20 of the Lotus 49 that has rapidly gained a
reputation for accuracy in both appearance and in
the quality of parts. The after market have of course
jumped straight on to it with decal sets, photo etch,
machined parts and wheels all on the menu. The
only downside is the lack of appearance of the two
Gold Leaf versions, the 49B and 49C which have
been publicised widely but so far haven’t appeared

Above and below, even the lesser known Lotus 49
subjects are covered by model enthusiasts, these two
Transkits by AXEL’R. Top Jo Bonnier and below Pete
Lovely’s 49 Later to be identified as Lotus 49R2
Photo: Jim Marsden

Simon Parsons beautiful EBBRO 49
Way before the EBBRO 49 became a reality, Model
Factory Hiro had launched their multi media kits of
the 49, The 49B which famously sported the whale
tail during Graham Hill’s 1968 Monaco win and the
49C. Costing considerably more than the EBBRO ,
the MFH for quite a while was the only avenue to
find a good 49 in a scale larger than 1:20 scale if
you exclude diecast but as I have said on many
occasions, only the diecast 49 has seen accuracy
that defines the 49 from the 49B.

This magnificent MFH Lotus 49B in
the livery of Rob Walker shows just
what can be achieved with an MFH
kit. It could easily be the real thing
such is the quality of the build , the
diorama and the photography. Find
more at www.britmodeller.com

Lotus 107 revisited—Chris Doube
The early 1990s was period of great transition for
both Lotus cars and Team Lotus, the former with their
sparkling range of road cars including the beautifully
restyled Esprit and the brilliant but ill-starred Elan.
With the company in General Motors (G.M.) ownership
and burgeoning engineering consultancy work the
future looked bright until in 1992 G.M. announced
the biggest loss in corporate history, the Elan ceased
production and Lotus was sold to the dubious Bugatti
consortium. Unfortunately, we could no longer read
about it as they had cancelled their monthly magazine
“Lotus World” at the beginning of the decade.
Team Lotus on the other hand had gone into decline
and after several poor years R.J. Reynolds withdrew
and took their money to Benetton and Williams.
This looked like being the end for the team but it was
rescued at the eleventh hour by a Triumvirate headed
by former team manager Peter Collins and Technical
guru, Peter Wright, with some involvement from
German F3 entrant Horst Schubel.

The second driver was Julian Bailey who had
previously driven for Tyrrell but after 4 rounds he
was replaced by Johnny Herbert who bought little
money but was considered the next British hope,
also German Michael Bartels drove on occasions
when Herbert was contracted to drive Japanese
F3000.
1991 was real struggle with the Judd engine 102B
but fortunately 3 World Championship points were
scored in the San Marino GP which earned the
team financial benefits.
Things really started to move forward in 1992 with
the acquisition of the Cosworth H.B. Engine and
more sponsorship from Japan, with the demise of
the Leyton House team designer Chris Murphy was
recruited and produced excellent 107 Chassis, also
by mid-season a title sponsor was found in Castrol
with the help of ex-driver turned sponsor hunter
Guy Edwards although his huge commissions and
failure to produce ongoing revenue contributed to
the death of the team.
Some good results were had in the second half of
1992 with the 107 equipped with Lotus
semi-active suspension and hopes were high for
big things in 1993 with the fully active 107B but
changes to the regulations meant the cars had
smaller wings and narrower tyres. Micha Hakkinen
had chosen to leave Lotus to become test driver at
McLaren in the hope of getting a race drive in the
future and was replaced by the Italian Alessandro
Zanardi.

In 1991 the team started virtually from scratch with a
small budget consisting of some Japanese
companies, one of these was the Tamiya model
company who used the opportunity to not only
reintroduce all the previous Lotus cars they had
enshrined in history, but to model the current cars
they were sponsoring, starting with the 102B they
also did the 102D of early 1992 and the 107 and
107B of 1992 and 1993.
On the driver front the team had to rely on paying
drivers, Mika Hakkinen brought a lot of sponsor
money through his manager Keke Rosberg who must
have contacted all his old sponsors and said I have
discovered the new Flying Finn.

The season started quite well with some points
scoring finishes but the 107B proved to be a very
difficult car to drive with its computer controlled
suspension along with reduced downforce and grip,
the results degenerated badly and Zanardi suffered
a huge crash at Spa ending his season but making
way for another paying driver Pedro Lamy.
1994 was an unmitigated disaster, Castrol
cancelled their sponsorship and the cars were
powered by the heavy Mugen Honda engine. The
new 109 chassis provided a glimmer of hope but
the end was imminent under the burden of
mounting debts.

Lotus 107 revisited—continued

During the mid-90s I had built all the Tamiya kits they
had introduced starting with the 102B and 102D and
later the 107 and 107B which I still have today. I
always built the Johnny Herbert version and as great
talent spotter I thought he was much better than
Hakkinen! Although I built a second 107B for Zanadi
who I also rated highly, and his record in Champ cars
in America later showed that he was a great talent.
Twenty two years later I decided to build another 107
and 107B to see if with all my subsequent experience
I could do a better job and also build a Mika Hakkinen
version, as he of course went on to be twice World
Champion.

I wanted to incorporate a narrower yellow nose band
which the cars had for the last few races and this
was quite challenging to do but gives the nose a
sleeker look and makes it different from the standard model.
I think they are both very good looking cars, the 107
with its modern take on the classic yellow and green
colours, and the 107B integrated all of the various
sponsors in an elegant and distinctive way and if it
wasn’t for Tamiya’s sponsorship these cars would
probably never have been modelled as they were
not particularly successful.
Recently I was asked by a friend to build him a 102
in Camel livery as Martin Donnelly drove in practice
for the 1990 Spanish GP I usually don’t build
models of cars drivers have had accidents in but
that was what he wanted so using a Tamiya 102B
and the appropriate Camel decals built the car for
him.
My wife, who has a macabre sense of humour suggested that I undertake some Lotus driver death dioramas but apart from being extremely difficult to
replicate accurately, I’m sure these would not be
well received by our friends at Kit Lotus. (see note)
Chris Doube

I thought that after building Hiros and other highly
detailed kits that a Tamiya would be relatively easy
and granted the actual assembly is not to demanding
the difficulty with these cars is the very complicated
livery with the decals having to be shrunk on over
some quite difficult compound curves.

P.S. I have just finished two 1/20 scale Hiros a 56
and 72E and will report on these as soon as I have
been released from the asylum after a few weeks
“rest”.

I first built the 107 incorporating a Hakkinen driver
figure which I bought several years ago and using
some .5mm wire left over from a Hiro, I made the pitot
tubes for some extra detail.
For an old kit the decals were in good condition and
shrunk on very well with heat where needed around
the nose cone and back of the airbox There would be
cause for real concern if the new car was not better
than the old one, but certainly doesn’t put it to shame
the main difference for me was that then I could build
them without wearing glasses. When it came to the
107B I was a bit more adventurous and purchased
some upgrade decals as the red on the original ones
is to dull and flat and being very thin goes on well
whereas the upgrade version are much brighter and
thicker but harder to work with

Ed Note: nothing wrong with a macabre sense of
humour but in the interest of balance, such a
collection would need to include those unfortunates
who perished in other marques — a list far greater
than any to feature exclusively Lotus, and, lets face
it, it couldn’t all have been driver error.

Classic Team Lotus visit—May 2017

The eagerly awaited early spring open evening at CTL
finally arrived which meant Peter, Simon and I
meeting up at Kit Lotus base camp in deepest Norfolk
which is really the St George’s Whisky Distillery at
Roudham just off the A11. I’m not saying we are
frequent visitors or frequent imbibers for that matter,
except after all motoring is done for the evening, but,
the staff have seen fit to issue us with loyalty cards!!
But, it is a pleasant place to meet for a coffee before
the final push to Hethel. Once there parking is
becoming a bit of a squeeze because of this:

The new home for Classic Team Lotus is taking shape
at quite a pace, so, if you are reading this and haven’t
been able to get to the open evenings but have the
opportunity, don’t miss it, the famous old works will be
off limits soon. It will be sad in the one hand but on
the other, the move will be another chapter of a
glittering history , we need just to accept that , can’t
wait to see it.
Yet again the old works never fail to amaze. Jim
Clark’s Lotus 25 R4 is a regular occupier of the race
preparation area but this time it is laid bare with
engine maladies. Basically this original 1960’s engine is almost breathing its last breath after such a
run of success. There was a major water leak on the
aluminium casting last year so the engine was out of
the car for the latter part of last season. It has had the
heads and block skimmed three or four times now
and can’t have another one as the valves are in
danger of touching the pistons. The first time out at
Silverstone this year saw another major build after the
climax broke its oil pump drive. Bob (Dance) told us it
is possible to have another engine made but as you
would expect with CTL, they have a plan, I’m sure we
will see the car back on the track attempting to
wrestle back the Glover Trophy before long. Bad
news? Maybe not all because for us visitors we get
the chance to see

the bare bones of the car whilst it is in the
workshops.

Also in the works was Graham Hills Lotus 49B R10
having some race prep and giving us the opportunity
to see the rear sub-frame off the car . In this Lotus 49
tribute issue, its fitting that we can examine one of
the major differences between the 49 and 49B at
close hand. Bottom radius arm pick up points for
example on the tub could be viewed at higher level as
the car was on stands, and from several angles
making the fabrication of a conversion for the Tamiya
model a distinct opportunity.

Each tour starts with a welcome from Clive Chapman
and a short video of the history of Team Lotus which
we watch avidly every time it is so compulsive to those
of us who need this Lotus drug.. Clive very generously
donated a new guest book to Kit Lotus after we had
ours pinched at Race Retro, his being the first
signature followed quickly by Bob Dance and Steve
Allen. This book will be watched like a hawk!!
Back to the workshop, where Steve and Tom narrate
parts of Lotus history to the small group of
enthusiasts whilst we admire the various projects. The
original Lotus 12 is coming along nicely and is a
workshop regular like the 25.

CTL visit May 2017

A naked Lotus 81 gives an insight into the aluminium
construction methods and design thinking which
appeared to start with the Lotus 77 and carry through
to the carbon fibre days (Chapman Tartan). There are
striking similarities in the tubs all heading down that
narrow profile to aid ground effect which makes it
possible to see where the stories of structures being
not rigid enough came from as everything had to hang
on the side of the tub rather than be integral to it.
Fascinating. In contrast sits the tub of a Lotus 76,
even smaller. Then in totally complete contrast, in one
of the other workshops, sits a Type 125, one of the
much vaunted ultimate millionaires track day toys that
never really took off in the Dany Bahar era at Lotus.
Resplendent in the black and gold livery of the
Enstone Team, it looks the part but somehow doesn’t
have the soul to make it eligible to grace such
premises. Still, a customer is a customer and it does
wear a Lotus badge.
Not long until the next trip!!

Imposters seen at CTL visit?
I certainly didn’t spot this dodgy looking character
lurking around Hethel on our last trip but he has
obviously spent some time looking through the
apparel that CTL have for sale. I didn’t know either
that English Garden Gnomes had any interest at all
in Lotus. It just goes to show how wrong you can be.
On the other hand it could just be another
merchandising idea from Clive and his team, after all
if we are not visiting CTL or the Distillery, where are
we visiting? The Garden Centre of course. This could
start a trend, maybe Gnomes in driver overalls and
authentically coloured helmets? Who Gnomes where
it might end??

Project Updates
Project 1818 continues to delight and frustrate me
in equal measure, three steps forward and two back
is typical but, slowly it is beginning to look like a
Lotus 18. My latest trauma meant taking apart the
rear suspension because as I got to the point of
offering up the body to the chassis to determine its
final fix position, it was clear the twin parallel rear
radius arms are from parallel when located in the
correct position on the bodywork then connected to
the rear uprights.
After a large dose of looking at, It was obvious that
the rear shocks and coil spring assembly is too long
despite me checking the newly made versions
against the castings from the original kit for their
length. They match, which probably points to the
same problem if I had used the shocks suspension
units supplied in the kit. Careful lowering and
reassembly has given a much better outcome.

the wings, there are some compound curves that have
taxed the injection moulders resulting in what appears
three separate pieces in the original tool. Hence the
split lines. Fortunately, where the lines need to
disappear is on the high side but even so the complex
shape around this area called for some careful steady
sanding. Every panel needed the sharp edges taking
off every side but event the panels were ready to prime,
this accomplished, the parts were carefully wrapped in
kitchen tissue and put back in the box so that all my
attention can go back to Project 1818.

Model Factory Hiro is providing Pete Pedroza with yet
another challenge this time in the shape of the 1:20
Lotus 56B, when I asked him how things were going

Still quite a way to go but at last I can see more
progress.
Evil split lines have prompted me to break a rule of
only working on one model at once, but as the bank
holiday weekend gave a few days of nice warm
temperatures, it presented an ideal opportunity to
break out the spray booth and put some paint on
plastic. Not the Lotus 18 this time, six attempts to
paint is enough for anyone!! No, ivy is the Nichimo
Lotus Europa Twin Cam in 1:12 scale I picked up at
Race Retro.
I thought a quick fettle of the plastic bits would suffice allowing me to at least get some prier on it but
close inspection revealed some evil split lines
requiring attention first. When you look at the
Europa especially around the front lights and over

because it is looking brilliant as usual, I only received a
few one syllable words so maybe we will have to wait
until it is finished.
Pete also sent more of his Lotus 43 build which will
feature in a future issue.

Bits and pieces
Lotus model cars are nothing if not diverse and it
seems that the diversification trait comes mainly
from the small artisan model making firms. MEA is
one such outfit who delight us with their models
often with many more detailed parts than others in
the popular 1:43 scale even if their build standards
can sometimes be varied.
These two are versions of the John Timanus Lotus
Type X that he raced mainly in the USA having

More Lotus transporter news.
Following the article about Pete’s scratch built model
of the 1960’s Lotus Bedford Transporter, it appears to
have generated more than a little interest from both
collectors and makers alike. Hans Nordströmöm from
Finland very kindly sent me a picture of the self same
transporter in his collection albeit made of card but
looking very much like the Bedford nevertheless.

bought the car that had been ordered by but never

The other bit of news is somewhat of a scoop for Kit
Lotus.
A major manufacturer has decided to give the Bedford
a go and launch it for sale as a resincast to
compliment other models in the race transporter
genre.
delivered to film legend James Dean. Timanus raced
the car in the original red as delivered for a while but
over the years it changed both colour, engine and
body styles. Possible due to the need for accident
repairs and it was easier to modify locally? The
second of the two becoming known as the Lotus 10
Manx, with its Lotus 7 look a like front and cut off
back—just like a tailless Manx Cat perhaps?

Using Peter’s design drawings and working closely
with CTL should see a fine model on general release
before too long. No doubt a certain Mr Dance will have
his brains picked again for all the right reasons.

A couple of interesting subjects for any Lotus collection. Ready built for around £115 each.

Now, if only we could do the same with that elusive
1:24 kit of the Lotus Cortina. As Shaw Taylor used to
say, “keep em peeled”

Although entirely down to Peter’s skills, this is a first
for Kit Lotus being able to influence a major
manufacturer’s product thinking.
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